With rapid development of neural networks, deep-learning has been extended to various natural language generation fields, such as machine translation, dialogue generation and even literature creation. In this paper, we propose a themeaware language generation model for Chinese music lyrics, which improves the theme-connectivity and coherence of generated paragraphs greatly. A multi-channel sequence-tosequence (seq2seq) model encodes themes and previous sentences as global and local contextual information. Moreover, attention mechanism is incorporated for sequence decoding, enabling to fuse context into predicted next texts. To prepare appropriate train corpus, LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is applied for theme extraction. Generated lyrics is grammatically correct and semantically coherent with selected themes, which offers a valuable modelling method in other fields including multi-turn chatbots, long paragraph generation and etc.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, natural language generation (NLG) has been recognized as an important but challenging task in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). There are many reports about poetry generation (Wang et al., 2016; Yan, 2016; Yi et al., 2016) , response generation (Shang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018) , machine translation (Tu et al., 2016) and so on. As an effective NLG model, the encoder-decoder framework (Cho et al., 2014) has been extensively exploited which can generate words one by one. However, few studies have been conducted on song lyrics generation. As a special literature, song lyrics owns both literary and musical attributes. In general, lyrics are composed of main and chorus sections. A common format of lyrics is one main section followed by one chorus or two main sections followed by one chorus. Compared with classical Chinese poetry, paragraph structures of lyrics are more free and longer, which result in semantically coherent generation more difficult.
In this paper, we proposed a theme-aware generation model which can compose long-paragraph and semanticallycoherent Chinese lyrics. Similar to poetry generation, an attention-based Seq2Seq model has been used to generate lyrics line by line. However, semantic drift may occur when generated sentences accumulate. To overcome this problem, a multi-channel encoding structure has been incorporated into the generation model, which encodes theme keywords and previous sentences as global and local context vectors respectively. Afterwards, a sentence decoder with attention mechanism will output next lyrics line by line.
The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A theme-aware seq2seq model has been proposed, with a multi-channel encoder encoding thematic keywords and local context to control the overall semantics of generated paragraphs. To the best of our knowledge, this might be the first work of thematic controlling on lyrics generation.
• To enable self-learning rhyming structures of lyrics for the model, arrangement of sentence pairs in train corpus has been optimized. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work, including similar studies such as Chinese poetry and dialogue generation systems. Section 3 describes train corpus preparation and theme-aware seq2eq model. We present experimental results in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
As a special kind of NLG application, lyrics generation is similar to dialogue and Chinese poetry generation. Among them, dialogue generation have been advanced considerably due to the fast development of deep learning and available large corpus. Encoder-decoder based framework was widely applied to solve single-turn dialogue tasks [1] , [2] . Particularly, some novel models were proposed to consider conversational history in multi-turn dialogue systems.
Sordoni et al. encoded the contextual history into fixed-length vectors and fed into a recurrent neural network (RNN) based language model for response prediction [3] . HRED use one RNN at the word-level and another at the utterance level to model the hierarchical structure of contexts [4] . To deepen and widen topics in conversation, Wang et al. presented a deeper encoding scheme with three channels, namely global, wide, and deep ones [5] . However, an existing Gordian knot of this area is keeping semantic and logical consistency during generation.
On the other hand, similar studies of Chinese poetry generation have also been conducted. For instance, Zhou et al. used a genetic algorithm for poetry generation with tonal codings and state search [6] . Jiang and Zhou proposed a statistical machine translation (SMT) model to predict next sentences based on previous ones [7] . Yi et al. considered Chinese poetry generation as a sequence-to-sequence learning problem, and built an encoder-decoder framework to generate quatrains [8] . Moreover, Wang et al. demonstrated a two-stage poetry generation scheme which consists of subtopic planning and poem line writing [9] . Furthermore, Yan incorporated a polishing schema into a generation model to imitate human writing process [10] .
To improve the overall thematic connectivity and logic coherence of generated long-paragraph texts, we proposed a thematic aware and multi-channel Seq2Seq model for lyrics generation. Moreover, this model is able to self-learn rhyme structures of lyrics automatically.
MODEL
To enhance semantic consistency of generation, we propose a multi-channel encoder to encode both topic keywords and previous sentences in the Seq2Seq scheme, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Before the RNN decoder, a multi-channel encoder consists of thematic and lyrics sentence encoders. In the train phase, topic keywords can be extracted from lyrics sentences with an optimized LDA model. In the inference phase, topic keywords and preceding sentences are respectively fed into these two encoders and converted into fixed-length hidden vectors. Moreover, an attention mechanism is applied to the RNN decoder to automatically focus on different words of input contexts. In this section, each part of this generation model will be discussed at detail.
Extraction of Thematic Keywords
Owing to its unsupervised essence, LDA is a popular method for text topic analysis, which is based on a hypothesis that each item of one collection can be modeled as a finite mixture of hidden random variables [11] . A parameter k, i.e. topic number, needs to be pre-determined. In this paper, the parameter k is set as 6. All of lyrics corpus is used to train this LDA model before stop words were omitted. The firstranking phrases of each topic were selected as corresponding thematic keywords, which are shown in Table 1 . 
Lyrics Generation
In a probabilistic view, the optimization of a Seq2Seq model can be considered as maximizing the likelihood of observing the output (target) sequence given an input (source) one. As shown in Figure 2 , an RNN encoder-decoder network is used to train the generation model based on the preprocessed (keywords, sequence pair) corpus. That is to say, this trained model can generate a new lyrics line given input thematic keywords and a previous line, i.e. line by line. The multi-channel encoder module consists of two bidirectional long short-term memory network (Bi-LSTM) cells, namely topic and sentence encoders [12] . Among them, the topic encoder encodes global thematic information while the sentence one encodes local contextual information. For instance, given preceding line src with length of src , i.e. src = { 1 , 2 ,..., src ,, next line trg with length of trg should be predicted. As shown in Figure 2 , the source sentence src is converted into a vector of hidden states {ℎ 1 , ℎ 2 , ..., ℎ src +1 , with dimension of src . Similar to the sentence encoder, topic encoder take in thematic keywords { 1 , 2 , . Note that all topic keywords compromise two Chinese characters.
As the decoder, another one-layer LSTM cell take in the last hidden state from the encoder as initialization. Hidden state vectors from two encoders are concatenated as {ℎ 1 , ℎ 2 , ..., ℎ src +1 ; m1, m2,, as the input of the attention layer. In generation step t, output t of the decoder is determined by the hidden state t of the t step, context vector t and last-step output t−1 , as expressed as follows: = ( | , , −1 ). After each step, s t is updated by = ( −1 , −1 , −1 ), and f(. ) is an update function of LSTM cell. The context vector c t of the attention layer is recomputed at each step:
The weight α t,j is computed by
.
Where e t,j is an attention scoring function and can be an additive model:
Where , a T , are trainable parameters. Although additive and dot-product attention are similar in terms of complexity, the dot-product one is often faster and more effective because of more effective matrix operation [13] .
EXPERIMENTS

Dataset
Around lyrics of 140 thousand songs has been collected after duplication omitting. As depicted in Table 2 , each lyrics sample was preprocessed into the form of sequence pair and then with data cleaning. Qualified lyrics sequence pairs are selected according to the following rules: (1) The lyrics full of stop words should be omitted. For example, lyrics like "啦 啦啦" (La La La) were deleted; (2) lyrics sentences with 3~18 Chinese characters should be retained; (3) repeated sentences have been removed. At last, three million of sequence pairs has been gathered covering six themes.
Experimental Settings
The model training objective is minimizing the cross-entropy loss between predicted sentence and ground truth. The model parameters were updated by the back-propagation method. In this paper, word embedding has been pre-trained using word2vec based on the whole lyrics corpus [14] . Note that Chinese characters with occurrence times less than 5 are omitted as unknown words. As a result, the vocabulary size is approximately 5,000. Both encoders and decoder share the same vocabulary. The word embedding dimension size is 512. The hidden layer sizes of two encoders and the decoder all are 1024. ReLU function is utilized as the activation function in neural networks. The initial learning rate is set as 0.1. Parameters of our model were randomly initialized over a uniform distribution with support [-0.1,0.1]. The model was trained with AdaDelta algorithm [15] , and mini-batch was set to be 320.
Result
As shown in Figure 3 , convergence state has been achieved after 150 epochs. Moreover, several generation examples are shown in Table 3 to verify the effectiveness of the thematicaware model. In fact, because most of train songs are related to love theme, generated samples will be gradually tending to be love-related without explicit interruption. As verified by generated samples, our model explicitly takes into account global thematic contexts. With this thematic guidance, our model generates more meaningful results instead of general paragraphs. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that this model can self-learn rhythm structures even if no rules were explicitly applied. If the order of input sentences were reversed, rhyme patterns could be more dominant in generated paragraphs.
Since lyrics generation seems like a kind of literature creation, Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) or other evaluation metrics are not suitable for our case. Here, human evaluation is conducted by 5 Chinese experts and also pop music fans. Similar to reference, 500 randomly selected lyrics samples are rated by these experts with a 1-5 scale on five dimensions:
"Topic-Integrity", "Topical-Relevance", "Coherence", "Fluency" and "Lyricism". The score of each dimension ranges from 1 to 5 with higher score the better. And final score is achieved with the average of rating scores, as shown in Table 3 . In this paper, we propose a thematic-aware Seq2Seq model, which can generate new high-quality lyrics with perfect topic connectivity. A multi-channel encoder has been constructed by fusing two different level contextual information. Fluent generated lyrics samples also demonstrate the efficacy of our framework. Moreover, this generation model also self-learns the rhyme patterns. With a detailed analysis, we find stronger rhyme information close to the decoder can be achieved by reversing the input sentence order.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As future work, we will shed light on how to incorporate paragraph structure information into the generation model. Moreover, logical and semantic consistency throughout long paragraphs still need more efforts.
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